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T his being the inaugural edition of The REVIEWING THE SUBWAY AS A BOOK 
Journal of Artists' Books, it is appropri- by ~ l l ~ ~ ~  
ate to offer a statement of purpose. 

Artists' books have come of age. This is 
increasingly evidenced in the number of 
mature artists whose primary medlum 1s 
artists' books, the many public and private 
collections, exhibitions, college level classes, 
and texts about artists' books. JAB will be a 
forum for serious and lively debate about 
artists' books and the contents with~n them. 
Buy more artists' books. Th,, 'rc chz- 

ARnSTSJ BOOKS I BOOK-LIKE OBJECTS 
by Brad Freeman 

THE WHALE 
PUT JONAH 
DOWN THE HATCH 
BUT COUGHED HIM UP 
BECAUSE HE SCRATCHED. 
BURMA SHAVE 

Burma-Vita, the company that from 1927-1 963 brought us road- 
side verses singing the praises of Burma-Shave, a brushless cream, 
found that a iingle broken down into a sequence of signs produced a 
greater stir than that jingle could on a single sign. Like turning a page, 
the space between signs allowed the viewer room to think, cinticipate, 
seek; and find, and the sequence made each partial verse, each 'sign, 

Does democracy need true fables? each page necessary to look at. 
Adolescent George Washington, 

testosterone brimming to overflow, chopped . 

down the cherry tree, was found out by hls Gallery/Distributor: Metropolitan Transit Authority, L train between 
father who squeezed young George until 
he fessed up. He was man enough to be 

Lorimer Street and Union Square, New York City 

honest once he was caught and take the Artist: Unknown 

consequences for his misdeed. Because of Medium: (offset) Printed Subway ads & environs 

this and a few other moral and manly quali- work: Unknown 

ties George went on to become one of our Size of Edition: One. Maybe more. Maybe none. Very limited. 

founding fathers and the first President of .Duration of exhibit: Until it is noticed 
the United States. Every school boy knows 
this. But, guess what? It's all a fable created 2 
by a liar. In 1806 Mason Weems wrote a $ DO ENERGY BILLS LEAVE YOU COLD? Let HEAP help in pay- 
biography of Washington as  a scheme to ing your gas, heat, and electric bills. Apartment renters, homeowners, 
make money. In add authority his senior citizens and low-income families can qualify. Funds are limited. 
tale and put God on his slde Weems Call (71 8) 291 1900. 
attached "parson" in front of his name and j 
invented a non-existent parish. 8 

ASTHMA ALLERGIES. In-office testing and treatment. For relief of 

Janet Zweig's hnetic sculpture Invention $ 
chronic coughing, wheezing, 

and Revision (1 99 1) elegantly comments on -r- sinus problems, congestion, 

this tale. On the wall, framed in cherry h i ves /eczema ,  hay feve r ,  

wood branches, is the famous text by food/skin/animal allergies. 

"parson" Weems. Directly in front Adult and children. Most insur- 
of this is a dot matrix printer which ance plans accepted. (2 1 2) 643 

rints out the tale at a constant 91 1 1. (21 2) 923 3668. 
nd loud rate. The paper is pulled MANHATTAN ALLERGY AND 

simultaneously to a paper shredder ASTHMA. Board certified. 
a couple of yards away and silently 

contd., column 1 page 2 f i i  contd., column 2 page 2 . * 
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shredded into a growing heap. The printer NEW YORK LOTTERY RESULT LINE. 24 hours a day. Instant 
and shredder are both mounted on cherry updates. 976-2020. $$$$. 35 cents per call from any phone. 1993 
wood logs. Zweig's piece was first exhibited Fonawin Corp. 
at PS 1 in Brooklyn. 

In this smart and witty rejection of the 
WHEN YOU'RE READY TO GET OFF YOUR 

patriarchal myth of the founding fathers HIGH HORSE GIVE US A CALL. 
Zweig has created a book-like object t h a ~  Betty Owens says better qualified means better qualified iobs. 

really works. On a conceptual level Three full programs and short, single courses. Licensed by the New 

Invention and Revision traverses nearly two York and New Jersey State Education Department. Travel / 
centuries by exposing the way in which Tourism. It's the third largest industry in the U.S. and offers a vari- 
nineteenth century authority (after discover- ety of career opportunities. Word processing specialist. Keep 

ology. Paralegal (Legal 
rding career in this interesting, 
ree. 1 800 772 OWEN. 

ding of information corner o f  the frame far above the 
and potentially harmf k photograph. Mottled blue stu- 
public servants doing t 

hting. Corner torn. Curly hair. 
North, and other flag love 

th anticipation. Life. On a formal level how 
object? Between 1975 and an Zizmor your Dermatologist. 

seven editioned artist's boo ~cal peel. Great for complexion, 
Judy, a play, Sheherezade, s. Looking younger. Improving the 

Extremely Receptive, e ir problems. Jonathan Zizmor, 
collaborations with the writer Holly MD. Board certified dermatologist. 5th Avenue at 61 st Street. (21 2) 
Anderson. These are real books; they have 594 SKIN. Hours Monday-Friday 8-7. Open Sundays. Mastercard 

ven when they look at the 
r edification and diversion 

owever, when they look at 
y notice the photograph in 

object itself will bring with it some of the pre- 
sumed knowledge, prestige, and aura con- 

We don't know. Perhaps the high school student himself put it 
tained in the original. Think of window 

there among the ads as an act of self-assertion at this crucial transi- displays in chic boutiques or a tv interview 
of some expert authority in front of herlhis tion his life. A stubborn sunniness among the dreariness of the obvi- 

bookshelf. ous. The future he wants to want but does not look forward to. 

Artists' books came about in the 60's and Perhaps he put it there as a way of throwing it away, losing it 

70's a s  relatively inexpensive publications in among the semiotic complex of money, selfhood, and symbols 
a n  effort to circumvent the gallery system it. 
and get artists' work into circulation. Since Perhaps his lover put it up there out of pride. Look at him, i 
that time many artists have been exploring hot! 

e possibilities of joining the form of the Perhaps it is a few years later and his mother no longer knows 
ok with the content in a n  effort to realize 
e full potential of the medium. Keith Smith there out of the desperate hope t 
s spent more than twenty years doing just 

at. Starting with the traditional western 

contd., column I page 4 

Invention and R 
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codex and going through the entire history Why didn't the person leave his or her name behind? 
of book forms Smith has dissected every Because it's illegal to tamper with subway ads. 
facet of book construction and created many Because one of the reasons the artist affixed this photograph 
book objects that highlight these various among these signs was that he or she was sickened by words and 
characteristics. He has made one-of-a-kind colors and designs trying to persuade, indicate, argue, unload, win, 
and editioned books that emphasize the 
sound of the turning pages, make use of the offer, reform, eradicate, chide, and therefore felt that any indication 

transparency of different kinds of imaging beyond the image would mar. 

material, books that explore sequential Perhaps the photograph is  not by or for anything or anyone. 

imagery, texttimage interplay, etc. Smith Perhaps it i s  a vital piece of reality in and of itself. Perhaps being i s  
more important than doing. 

d perfectly the point he was 
Are there other forms of found books? 

I don't know. You'd have to find them. Rent space on the lower 
left hand corner of every storefront window on a street. The ~edestri- 

Revision. What is it about this machine that an walks down the street and reads your book. The words on the 

omeowners are 

print (!) on paper a n  appropriated text which 
is then turned inside out, exposed and 
deposed. This subversive device has open- He's going to school at night in preparation for his career as a 

ed new doors in the definition of book-like. corporate artist. 

The only problem with Invention and He is riding the subway and reading the sports page like other 

Revision is that I can't go to my bookshelf, workers on their way to work. Because he does not look up he does 

pull it out, hold it in my hands and read it a s  not see a picture of himself from a few years ago. If he did look up 
with Zweig's books. would he recognize it? 

Bring Ol l ie North back for another round What do the panels want to do with all their colors? 
lnventlon and Revision was the first in a The colors on the panels want you to look. And so they are bright 

series of computer driven kinetic sculptures and the lettering is bold. But nothing could be duller and more timid. 
(CDKS) created by Zweig. The second was 

contd column I page 6 contd column 1 page 
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Yet look at the photograph of the high school student. 
Where i s  it? 
You almost don't notice it. No colors telling you to eat nere. In a 

sense, then, a found book is most found the moment it is  being found 
by one person. After that, the more other people find it and talk 
about it, the more the found book lapses into art. 

Why is Dr. Zizmor smiling? Why is Betty Owen smil- 
ing? What is the difference between Betty Owen's and 
Dr. Zizmor's smile? Why is the high school student 
smiling? 

Dr. Zizmor i s  smiling because he is  board certified. He i s  smiling 
because he can treat all your skin and hair problems. He is  smiling 
because if he showed his other face you might not want him to treat 
all your skin and hair problems. 

Dr. Zizmor is smiling because it would be more expensive to have 
a model or an actor, someone who is more attractive than Dr. 
Zizmor, stand in for him. Dr. Zizmor is smiling in the ad because if 
someone else were in the ad, it wouldn't look as genuine and 
authentic. But here he is  in person. Sort of. 

Betty Owens is smiling for all the same reasons Dr. Zizmor is  
smiling, only she doesn't want to treat your skin and hair problems. 
She wants you to take her classes in office skills. She i s  smiling a pep- 
py, professional smile because that is  the kind of person her courses 
will teach you to be. 

We can only guess at the reasons for the high school student's 
smile. Perhaps it's simply a matter of the photographer at the studio 
asking him to. Perhaps he iust did well on a test or someone he's 
attracted to just told him she wants to go to bed with him. 

Why do they try to shame people into getting off drugs 
and alcohol? 

Because they think that if they stand over a person who was beat- 
en up with a stick and lying on the ground and threaten to beat him 
up with a stick if he does not get up and walk, then he'll get up and 

LET TlilE LI%TLE 

walk. 

I 
Why are a1 the panels the same size? 

See above. Because it's easier that way. 

Why are the panels in the sequence they are in? 
While there is no discernible reason for the panels order, there is 

for the disorder. That is, the panels can't cooperate because they are 
pitted against each other, vying for the audience's attention. Every 
attempt at difference and distinction produces more of the same sad- 
ness. The unhappy viewer hits mute at the break. There's no reason 
to look. 

PAST 
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The Liar Paradox (Oliver North Mobius), also 
zompleted in 199 1. A liar paradox is one of the earli- 
?st classic Greek logic paradoxes. It goes something 
ike this, "I am now lying." How can this make 
sense? If a person says shelhe is lying then are they 
elling the truth that they are lying? It is a circular 
;elf contradiction which goes round and round and 
iowhere. Recurrent structures are very appealing 
:o Zweig and become a central motif in this next 
phase of her creative output. For The Liar Paradox T h e  Liar Paradox  (Oliver North ~ o b i u s )  

1 
(Oliver North Mobius) she took questions and 

longer the program runs. It almost destroys itself. I'm not saying maybe. 
But not quite. It is a perfect metaphor on the way no Are you saying it depends? 
intervention was made into the real power of the I'm not saying it depends. 
Reagan administration. The constant flow of red Are you saying de'finitely not? 
herrings, obfuscation, evasions, and irrelevant etc., 
counter charges keeps the "enemy" (a.k.a. US Two computers have been given one hundred of 

gendered opposition to one another. The latter used 
computers in its construction but not in the final 
installation of the piece. With a feminist overlay, 
Her Recursive Apology is made of thirty apologies 
(I'm sorry, I'm sorry I keep saying I'm sorry, etc.) 
which were put into a randomizing algorithm in the 
program TrueBasic written by Hugh Hone of the 
Massachusetts College of Art. Zwelg then rented 
four computers and four printers and had them 
apologizing and then apologizing for the apologies 
for seven days and nights. This recurrent babbling, 
after being printed out on paper, was formed into 
the structure of a spiral. Solid Facts is the mute male 
counterpart of Her Recursive Apology. It conslsts of 
a seven foot high stack of paper held together by a 
metal rod. The text (if there is one) on the paper can- 
not be seen. Thanks a Million is the end piece of a 

them in a randomizing program. 
1 think therefore 1 am. - Descartes 
1 am what 1 am. - Popeye 
1 think 1 can. - the little engine that could 

The program takes the three statements and makes 
combinations of different sentences. The original 
quotes are essentially positive in their outlook, or, a s  
in the case of Popeye, at least accepting of who he 
is. However, and what is really surprising, is that 
many of the thousands of re-combined sentences 
contain doubt a s  to the condition of the speaker, i.e., 
I think 1 can think, a s  if the computer program has 
humanized them. 

Zweig challenges and delights the viewer while 
exploring the possibilities of artificial intelligence in 
a n  expanding array of subjects and forms. 

Mind O v e r  Matter 





In conclusion let me offer a few other points. In Adric 'iper 
November of 1989 the DIA Art Foundation and 

attacks racism 
Printed Matter Bookstore sponsored the Symposium 
on Artists' Books which featured some of the big wants to go through society a s  upper middle class 

names and driving forces in the field. One of the white male 

issues to be discussed was, What I S  an artlst's book? work is unified by concept not medi 
Clive Phill~ot. Director of the Librarv at MOMA 

a short, wiry guy always full of energy, ideas, bright cultural hybridism in Mexico 
conquerors change social values of native eyes and smiles. anything that departs from monoculture is destroyed 

Phillpot went on to note the absence of critical 
writincr about artists' books, and how discussion artist must be eclectic 

- become the site wirhin which various media 
c -  - combine to form jusr rhat. Eh? 

8 



Edgar Heap of  Birds 

WORK MUST DEAL WITH THE PUBLIC 
responsibility to the public (tribal members) 

protection for the public 
renewal for the public 

JAFIUTAVI 
We don't want  Indians 

just their names  
mascots 

Living people? 

publish wor 

to get out of 

find a forum where artwork would bewithout being 
in a short term container like a magazine 

no attribution 
DEFINITION OF ARTIST BOOKS 
all artist publications are hybrids 

everything is a hybrid 
hand held object 

catalogues 
exhibitions can't exist without catalogues 

a book a s  catalogue and vice versa 
extension of the exhibition 

should be dispersed a s  widely a s  possible 

Bookmaking - claim of genre status - 
self imposed marginalization 

artist book maker - not to be stuck with the form 
must not replace the other forms artists 

should use to get their message out 

talking about visual literature 

means of expression 
'st books- artist has control over the contents; 
ut what a book can do at end of 20th century 

you can do video, performance artist book a s  caraloaue 
p%zt 5 .  ', - ",+.id 

what W I L L  happen to &lsts bookst h$! 

redefine valll~, :, 
time of pluralism in art zg:% 

less we try to define the activity 
but definlng help; --.;749 

intentionality very important >&%$@ 
* -9, 

if you pick it up and read it, it's 
it walks like a duck, looks 1' 

artist is not involved in histor 

Stan Brackage, "To appreciate a work of art should 
be as difficult as  making the work.' 

Bronson, GENERAL ID every reader I viewer is a collaboratio 

ILE magazine, 1972, (parody of LIFE magazine) ist book is a ghettoizing term 
create a context; people would accept it BUT- in main stream publishing you'll get 

knocked down quick 
anted a n  audience 

developed a distribution system t books gives you time to work on a project 
artists' books, video tapes, audio 

fine books / cheaper books ia,.g@$?@:w - .:,,.e.*?% pij2*$&g istrihlltion of books doesn't really either I or situation isn't goo$@$:q 
n ?um shops won't carry boc ,*;%.?. *.+ T>$3%$*%g&.:s 

rnsrs' books have a particular audie ty of creating the work is tKe'?ffi68 

ing for ways to infiltrate so 
AIDS poster on NY subway 

st is involved in history 












